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Diagrams are very wide-ranging and open-ended representations that include sketches,
drawings, charts, pictures, 2D and 3D geometric models, and maps. Diagrams are a vital tool in human communication in areas such as art and science, as well as commerce
and industry. Increased understanding of how effective diagrams can be generated and
used has the potential to produce transformative advances in these areas. Research topics include understanding diagrammatic reasoning in humans; understanding the use of
diagrammatic representation for communication; developing techniques for automated
diagrammatic reasoning; and designing tools for use of diagrammatic representations.
The goal of the Diagrams 2014 Graduate Symposium is twofold. Firstly, the Symposium will provide senior graduate students and recent graduates with the opportunity
to present their research and receive feedback from established researchers who will
provide comments on each of the presentations. Secondly, the Symposium will provide students with an opportunity to network with each other as future colleagues. The
doctoral student symposium will increase the exposure and visibility of young graduate
student researchers in these areas, and train them by providing early input and feedback
from senior researchers in the field in an interactive and constructive environment.

The Diagrams 2014 Graduate Symposium would like to thank the NSF for its generous support of the symposium and
several of its participants under NSF grant no. 1434919.
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A Theoretical Approach to Adaptive Visualization
Authors: Lydia Byrne1, Daniel Angus1,2, Janet Wiles1
1School

of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering
2School of Journalism and Communication
University of Queensland, Australia

Abstract. This paper develops a workflow for incrementally adapting visual
representations, based on an existing theory of visualization creation and interpretation. The method is illustrated using an example of recurrence plots applied to text data. Incremental adaptation achieved through this workflow has
the potential to provide visualization users with tools which evolve in synchronisation with their needs.
Keywords: visual analytics, adaptive analysis, visualization theory

In a wide range of domains which make use of visualization for analysis, success is
dependent on being able to select an appropriate technique from a wide range of options, and also being able to evolve or tailor a visualization as the need arises. Methods which support these processes are still ineffective or inefficient. Traditionally the
selection and tailoring process has been driven by the bank of available visualization
methods stored either within an researcher’s head, or suggested as options through a
visualization system such as Spotfire (Ahlberg, 1996) or Tableau (and its predecessor
Polaris) (Stolte et al., 2002)).
The field of adaptive visualization is concerned with how the display of information
adapts to features of the information, the task at hand, and user characteristics (Domik
and Gutkauf, 1994). Previous research in this field includes automated selection of a
visualization format ((Golemati et al., 2006), (Toker et al., 2012)), adjustment of format based on user-specific perception measures (Domik and Gutkauf, 1994), and
adjustment of which subsets of data should be displayed at what level of detail
(Brusilovsky and Su, 2002), (Mahadev and Christie, 1996). User specified adaption
has also been applied to fixed representation formats, focussing on adjustment of the
data structure and level of detail (Roussinov and Ramsey, 1998). So far the range of
visualization formats which can be produced using adaptive approaches has been
constrained to a predetermined selection or range of formats. Here we focus on
achieving incremental adaptivity in visualization: making small changes to an existing
representation in such a way that it supports different analysis. This kind of adaptivity
will enable a smooth transition between different kinds of analysis, and increase the
extent to which new work can build on rather than supplant existing research. In this
paper an existing model is used as the foundation for a workflow which deconstructs
a representation and systematically generates alternatives.
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The model we use was developed by Vickers, Faith and Rossiter (VFR) based on
category theory and semiotics (Vickers et al., 2013) and is shown in Fig. 1. This model, which we refer to as the VFR category after its mathematical structure, decomposes visualization into intermediary objects, ranging from the system being studied to
knowledge gained through visualization and transformation mappings between these
objects. The VFR category has a number of features which recommend it for use in
developing protocols for adaptive visual analysis. Chief among them is that it covers
both the process of constructing a visualization and the reason it is created – the questions it answers and how it is interpreted. Thus intent or purpose in selecting or varying a representation can be explicitly captured in the model.
Any visualization can be deconstructed using the VFR category, and any two (or
more) visualizations can be compared at each point in the category. The adaptation
method we develop here is aimed at finding visualizations which are similar in the
early stages of the VFR category (the left hand side of Fig. 1), but diverge in the later
stages (right side). In other words we find new visualizations which involve only
small changes from the original design, but support new kinds of analysis and interpretation.

Fig. 1. The VFR category - reproduced from (Vickers et al., 2013), with shading added. Yellow
shading (on the left) shows the objects and mappings involved in visualization design, while
blue (right) shows those involved in interpretation of the created visualization. The representation and its generalised layout belong to both sets.

As a test case we look at the visualization technique of recurrence plots applied to
language data. A recurrence plot uses a sequence of ordered data points (such as letters in a text) and shows us which pairs of positions in the sequence have the same
data point values (i.e. the same character) – in other words it identifies where recurrence exists in the sequence (Webber Jr and Zbilut, 2005). We take as our original
visualization a letter-based recurrence plot created from a conversation transcript used
in (Angus et al., 2012). Fig. 2. shows a portion of the data, render and representation
of this visualization decomposed into its VFR category objects. In terms of supported
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analysis, this representation allows us to see where in the text letter-recurrence exists
(i.e. where are the letters the same), as well as the overall level and patterns of letter
recurrence.
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Fig. 2. A render mapping which creates a recurrence plot from an ordered list of letters applied
to an example section of text

The first stage of the adaptation protocol is to find variant representations. After decomposing the existing representation, we first look for equivalent renders to the one
used and examine the intermediary products and mappings they use. Related, but
distinct representations can be produced by considering alternative mappings either
from the data to these intermediary products or from the products to a representation.
Fig. 3 shows one example for the letter recurrence plot; the alternative render involves an intermediate product which replicates the text on each line. Letters in each
line which match the character on the diagonal with a square are then replaced by
squares. To create the representation in Fig. 2. the text is then discarded leaving only
the squares (not shown in Fig. 3). An alternative representation is to display this intermediary product directly.
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Fig. 3. An example variant render for the letter recurrence plot is shown on the left hand side of
the figure. This render makes use of an intermediary product showing the text repeated and
shaded to indicate recurrence. An alternative representation suggested by the render is to show
the intermediary product itself (right hand side).

Having produced one or more candidate variants the next step in the method is to
analyse these in terms of the right hand side of VFR category to determine the difference in the analysis supported by each variant. For the letter recurrence plot example
in Fig. 3, the new representation allows an analyst to identify which letter or sequence
of letters is recurring, information which is lost in the original representation. However, the size needed to make the letters readable means that this gain comes at the cost
of cost of discovering patterns across the whole data set. This process of comparing
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analysis supported allows the researcher to identify whether a variant is an adaptation
in the sense that it supports different analysis, and also provides a means for choosing
the most suitable of multiple possible adaptations.
The VFR category provides a foundation for building a method for incrementally
adapting visualization: suited to this task because of its coverage of both visualization
creation and interpretation. As shown in the example of letter recurrence plots, incrementally adaptive visualizations can be created using the VFR category to decompose
an existing representation and find variations on a render mapping which support
different analysis from the original. As either the data a researcher is using changes,
or the research questions are refined, this method provides a means of evolving a
representation to suit.
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Work in Progress: Degree-of-Interest Based Visual
Exploration of Heterogeneous Networks
Sanjay Kairam
Computer Science Department, Stanford University
Stanford, CA USA
skairam@cs.stanford.edu

Abstract. Techniques designed to support visual analysis of simple graphs
may not easily accommodate networks with many node and edge types. In this
paper, we discuss preliminary work on extending degree-of-interest (DOI) exploration techniques to heterogeneous networks. We first discuss requirements
for computing DOI scores over multivariate network data and propose a method
based on random walks with restart, which accommodates several challenges
posed by real-world datasets. We present two complementary interfaces for
visualizing the generated DOI subgraphs; through a pilot study with 12 participants, we compare these approaches and identify avenues for ongoing research.
Keywords: Graph visualization · degree-of-interest · heterogeneous networks

1

Introduction

Many datasets of interest to analysts (e.g. social interaction traces, literature collections, and biological systems) can be modeled as networks of interconnected entities
of multiple types sharing various kinds of relationships. We might consider intelligence analysis as one motivating example, as it requires analyzing not only the people
involved in a social network, but also the many artifacts with which these people engage, from messages to media to more abstract entities, such as discussion topics.
Top-down visual analysis of such networks can be challenging, often necessitating
simplification or abstraction. PivotGraph [7] and HoneyComb [6], for instance, address this complexity by aggregating nodes along shared attributes, hiding details
associated with individual actors or relationships in the data. Other approaches allow
analysts to construct user-specified or computed projections of the network [2,4].
These simplified views may offer more detail, but possibly at the cost of obscuring
patterns visible only when viewing many types of entities interacting simultaneously.
This paper describes our ongoing research on bottom-up visual exploration of heterogeneous networks, with a focus on presenting a subset of the data with sufficiently
high resolution to support detailed analysis tasks. Specifically, we draw on prior work
exploring degree-of-interest (DOI) exploration [1,3,5], extending this technique to
networks with multiple types of nodes and edges. In DOI-based approaches, the analyst initiates exploration at a specific item of interest and the system returns a view of
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011
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related items. The success of these approaches lies in the strength of two primary
components: a scoring function to compute relevance for each item with respect to the
item of interest, and a visual interface which displays highly ranked items more
prominently, allowing the analyst to focus his or her exploration on the elements of
the network which may be most pertinent to the current analysis task.

2

Degree-of-Interest Scoring for Heterogeneous Networks

As a specific example to illustrate some of our objectives in developing a DOI
function, consider a sample network of academic conference publication data, with
nodes representing entities such as conferences, publications, authors, keywords, and
edges representing various types of relationships among these nodes. For an analyst
starting with the node representing the keyword “Information Visualization”, the system should identify content relevant to the query and of diverse types, presenting a
mix of related papers, authors, and keywords. Finally, the system should return structurally diverse results, triggering opportunities for follow-up searches along various
aspects of the topic of information visualization. In addition, we consider some challenges associated with real-world datasets; specifically, many datasets of interest to
analysts are large, continuously updated, and may be subject to missing or noisy data.
Based on these objectives and our initial experiments, we propose a DOI scoring
function based on random walks with restart (RWR), where nodes in the graph are
scored according to the probability that a random walk of fixed length initiated at the
query node will end there. Our implementation computes scores by iteratively simulating a large number of walks and counting the stopping points. This method is fast,
easy to compute, and appropriate when datasets are large, messy, or frequently updated. Like the DOI function proposed by van Ham [5], our approach attempts to
model various aspects of relevance, such as distance from the query node and a notion
of a priori interest. A sharp distinction, however, is that our technique requires no
information about node content, meaning that nodes can be ranked using only the
network structure, even if attributes are missing. Thus, we can place and rank nodes in
the graph for actors or pieces of content (such as a publication) which we know to
exist, but for which we may be missing some or all of the document text or metadata.
This choice of scoring function also provides a variety of interpretable parameters
that can be tuned on the fly to affect results in various ways. Changing the number of
iterations, for instance, influences the tradeoff between response time and result quality. Changing the length of walks can vary the extent to which the algorithm favors
nodes that are “locally relevant” to the query node vs. those which are “globally important”. Finally, attaching different weights to node and edge types can influence the
probability of following particular types of paths. Computing scores interactively
means that these parameters can be modified during a search session, either automatically or directly by the user. Our ongoing research efforts include identifying the most
useful of these parameters and designing effective user controls which can be integrated into the interface used to present the returned contextual subgraphs.
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(A)

(B)

(C)
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Figure 1. Figure 1a shows the initial view in the force-directed interface for a search of the
keyword “Information Visualization”. Figure 1b shows the two-mode network filtered on
Publication and Keyword nodes. Figure 1c shows the initial view in the radial interface for the
same query. Figure 1d shows this data filtered to publications, joined by shared-author links
and grouped by keyword (using colored circles).

3

Visualizing Contextual Subgraphs

Given a query node and DOI function, our system returns a subset of nodes, each
with a DOI score reflecting predicted relevance to the user. Using these nodes and
their connecting edges, our goal is to construct an informative, contextual diagram
providing information relevant to the query node. In this section, we describe the
design of two alternative prototype interfaces for constructing, presenting, and interacting with these diagrams, along with the results of a study designed to identify the
strengths of each approach and elicit additional design requirements.
Force-Directed Interface. Our first prototype, based on a force-directed node-link
diagram, is chosen for its familiarity and prior use in systems for DOI and heterogeneous network visualization [2,4,5]. Figure 1a shows the main view, displayed after a
search has been executed. Nodes are represented by circles, with color mapped to type
and size scaled by the computed DOI score. Figure 1b demonstrates how filters can be
applied to support analysis questions about specific combinations of node types.
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Radial Interface. The first prototype was chosen for its familiarity and simplicity of
representation; the second was designed to address some issues frequently associated
with node-link diagrams. First, we aim to reduce clutter, including the problem of
overlapping node labels. Second, we hope to facilitate path-focused tasks; many simple analysis tasks, such as connecting co-authors, require analysis over paths of length
two or greater. Finally, we aim to better support grouping, as even simple visual
grouping can be problematic in force-directed layouts.
Figure 1c illustrates the initial view for our radial interface, designed to address
some of these design concerns. Node labels are organized around a circle, grouped by
type, and scaled according to DOI scores. Edges are drawn using hierarchically bundled paths. The interface enables three primary interactions. Node filtering allows the
analyst to filter by a single node type, drawing items of this type on the screen. Link
projection allows the analyst to choose a second type through which links are projected (e.g. showing publications which share a common author). Grouping, finally,
allows analysts to group nodes according to a third node type (e.g. grouping publications by common keywords). Figure 1d illustrates a view filtered to Publications
nodes, with projected shared-authorship links, grouped by Keyword.
Pilot Study. We evaluated both approaches through a pilot study, in which 12 participants engaged in various structured and unstructured exploration tasks over a network
comprised of academic conference data; all participants were active researchers in
areas covered by the data. Tasks were varied, but some examples included finding
papers of interest at an upcoming conference or finding keywords relevant to papers
associated with a specific author. The study utilized a within-subjects design; each
participant used both the force-directed and radial interfaces, with order inverted for
half the participants. Data were collected via interaction logs and subjective measures.
Subjective responses revealed roughly equal preferences for the two interfaces. As
expected, the force-directed layout was judged as simpler, but ratings did not differ
significantly on any other subjective measures. Post-test comparison questions, in
which participants were asked which version they might prefer in various scenarios
related to the data, revealed a similar split. Logged behavior was also similar across
the two conditions. Response variables were analyzed using linear mixed-effects
models, treating interface conditions and task order as fixed effects and participant ID
and task ID as random effects. For both structured and unstructured tasks, no significant differences were found between interface conditions with respect to the number
of distinct views, number of unique view transformations, and number of unique
query nodes. One behavioral finding was that participants using the force-directed
interface spent a large amount of time dragging nodes out of the way, doing so 13.6
times, on average, during unstructured tasks and 26.7 times during structured tasks.

4

Ongoing Research

We are encouraged by the fact that both interfaces were rated highly on subjective
measures including ease of use, simplicity, interestingness, and enjoyability, and
many participants responded casually that they would like such a tool for exploring
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publication data, as no existing system offers this type of flexible, bottom-up exploration. Label legibility was still an issue in both prototypes, and our ongoing research
will explore additional methods of balancing layout with the quantity of information
presented to maximize the extent to which these diagrams inform the user.
Similarly, we would like to explore motivations for dragging nodes in the forcedirected layout with the aim of differentiating between cases in which this behavior is
adaptive (e.g. facilitating cognition, as in card-sorting) or simply reflective of frustration with the layout. While we felt that the force-directed layout was comparable in
quality to many existing systems, it is likely that this interface could be improved
using layout constraint techniques, such as those implemented in WebCoLa.1
We are continuing to evaluate variants of our DOI scoring and presentation methods in order to determine how to most effectively support visual analysis over heterogeneous network data. Our expectation going into the pilot study was that participants
would have a stronger subjective preference for one interface over the other; because
this was not the case, the exploratory tasks chosen may not have been the most appropriate evaluation tasks, as they did not permit us to utilize quantitative measures of
task “success”. In future evaluations, it may be more appropriate to choose data and
tasks which more closely simulate a specific analysis scenario, allowing us to better
quantify performance with respect to the quantity and quality of insights generated.
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Diagrams in Patents: An exploratory introduction
Sylvan G. Rudduck1, Mary-Anne Williams, Natalie Stoianoff.
sgrudduck@qisip.org, Mary-Anne.Williams@uts.edu.au, natalie.stoianoff@uts.edu.au
University of Technology, Sydney

Abstract.
In this submission, we present ongoing work exploring how cognitive sciences
might improve the legal discipline of intellectual property. In particular, how
diagrammatic representations can address problems experienced in the global
patent system. In light of the problem identified in the legal discipline, our ultimate goal is to enrich patent information with rules from legal authorities and
meaning from technical experts, making further provisions for the independent
evaluation of resulting rules and meaning. This work takes a first step towards
such a quality information system for intellectual property (QiSiP) by providing
a process to collect diagrams. Discussion is made towards the common feature
amongst diagrams, the difficulty of the problem domain and a potentially useful
piece of existing empirical scholarship. Ongoing work is aimed at addressing
the identified limitations of this work in light of results from independent evaluation.

1

Introduction

1.1

Overview

The use of visual depictions (diagrams/information graphics) as a means to communicate existing knowledge is well known [1-5]. However, little research has looked at
how such external representations can facilitate the creation of new scientific
knowledge [6-9]. Motivated by governmental reforms, aiming at improving the incentive systems for the creation of new knowledge [10, 11] This research is concerned
with the application of knowledge representation techniques [12] to solve problems in
the discipline of intellectual property law. [13]. In particular it pursues an interdisciplinary approach to representing new concepts, such as ‘shape’ [14] for practical
purposes, such facilitating inventive ideas [15]. The purpose of this work is to outline
a process for the collection and review of diagrams in scientific patents.

1 Senior Graduate Researcher appreciates the past support of an Australian Postgraduate
Award, the assistance of UTS-GRS and the time of the Diagram 2014 Anonymous reviewers.
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2

Background

2.1

Patents and their Problems

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) a defines a patent as: ‘an exclusive right granted for an invention, which is a product or a process that provides,
in general, a new way of doing something, or offers a new technical solution to a
problem. To get a patent, technical information about the invention must be disclosed
to the public’ [16] Whilst the above definition is comprehensive, concise and lays the
foundation for an intermediary means to initiate patent protection in some 140+ countries, via the Patent Co-operative Treaty (PCT). The definition does not explicitly
cover the notion of patent quality.
This work continues a previous approach to defining the legal quality of a patent as its
‘correctness to rules’ [15]. A related, though more extensive approach to comes from
the work of Guerrini [17]. His work presented a multidisciplinary perspective to patent quality, which included a theoretical approach to measuring it along several ‘dimensions’ of Conformance, Clarity, Faithfulness, Social Utility and Commercial Success [17] 2.
In the US, prominent legal scholars have suggested that the underlying problem is
related to the claim section of patents. In particular, the determination of the meaning
[18] and communication of boundaries [19] of the what the inventor defined as their
invention. The problem can be further paraphrased as the uncertainty in the connection between words of patents and the invented thing.[15]3 Whilst there will undoubtedly be other related or distinct problems with the patent system, this work considers
– Communication (‘Notice’) and Meaning (‘words to things’) as the fundamental
problems to be addressed.
2.2

Related work

There have been various dealings with issues related to, although not directly addressing, the meaning and communication of patent claims. These approaches typically
reside within a single discipline, for example, within a) The legal sub-discipline of
Patent law [20-22] or b) Computer science sub-discipline of information retrieval (IR)
[23-25]. Discussion of legal scholarship addressing the improvement to patent quality
is best left for a legal venue4. However, due to its technical rigor and focus on patent
figures, work provided by IR community is worthy of note.
The IR consortium provided a tool to automate the extraction and searching of patent
figures in bulk [23]. A component of this tool utilized the textual labels of patent figures to produce an initial hierarchy of patent figures [25] Figure labels included;
2

In an independent pursuit – Q4 of our pilot survey asks the question: ‘The definition of a
Quality Patent should consider: (Providing 5 related dimensions)’. (Analysis ongoing)
3
See Paragraph 1.2 of cited reference.
4
For a notable exception – See Formers interdisciplinary article entitled A Psychology of IP.
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Graph, Flowchart, Technical Drawing, and Photos, with various sub-labels being
ordered according to Fig. 1 below.

Fig. 1. Hierarchy of patent figures based on parsing of textual figure labels. Adapted from [25]

Our work seeks to make its contribution in the space in between the two disciplines of
Computer Science & Patent Scholarship – That is, providing an interdisciplinary
framework of how diagrams can support the claims of scientific inventions 5.
2.3

Diagrammatic Approach

In the global legal context provided by WIPO, Rules from the PCT indicate that individuals may utilize ‘drawings…where required’ [26] But required for what?
It is further stated that ‘Drawings shall be required where they are necessary for understanding of the invention.’ (Art. 7) [27] Such a rule should be clear cut – with only
a debate of ‘Understanding for what purpose?’ required. Unfortunately, the situation
is immediately confused with further rules which suggest that the requirements (for
drawings) vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. What is believed to be required is
guidance through the laws and suggestions how they are related to the mind of an
inventive individual – Starting first with a means collect and review the diagrams of
patents.

3

Methodology

3.1

Previous work

This work tentatively follows a framework of Intermediary Theory [28]. In earlier
work motivation for following this framework was ‘due to its strong philosophical
foundation and its suggested application to public policy – a key aspect of global IP
law’[15]. In light of empirical evidence on the existence of ‘shape codes 6’ in patent
databases, the same work provided a working hypothesis: ‘that the concept of shape,
embodied in visual depictions of patent figures, will provide a useful means to reduce
the uncertainty between ideas (representations) of the inventor, the claims of the patent artefact and the related objects / processes in the world’(Sect. 1.2)[15]

5

Including previous empirical evidence from Legal Databases, which were subjected to Independent review in the form of a survey at www.qisip.org (Under analysis)
6
‘Shape codes’: ‘textual labels’ relating to conventional words for geometric entities.
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In an attempt to clarify the working hypothesis, this work offers an initial manual
process for collecting such visual depictions.
3.2

Overview of Collection Procedure.

This work utilizes a previously collected sample of patents, ‘Historical Australia
Nano’ (HaN). The field of Nanoscience was chosen because of its presumed importance in scientific education [29, 30] and patents [31, 32]. In hoping to bring
transparency to the patent review process, the procedure is further explained below7:
1. An index of Raw Patent data (Patent No. / Titles herein PiD) can be obtained from the
USPTO [33]8 and proprietary search engine being used to collect complete documents. [34]
2. Resulting patents were read and electronically annotated, to identify the text of ‚Claims‘
(Clms), ‘Text figure labels’ (Tfl) and ‘Non-text figures’ (Dgram) section. Non-textual and
text data was stored in a database/spreadsheet respectively.
3. Within the spreadsheet, Tfl. of patents were assigned consecutive numbers.
4. Three Tfl. were selected, via a random number generator and a further three, in a nonrandom manner9. All 6 Tfl. coming from unique Patents (PAT), which were identified with
‘### - the last numerals of their patent number.
5. Using the six Tfl, the corresponding Dgrams were selected and cropped for presentation.
6. Using the six identified PAT. The first claim of each was selected.
7. Noticing variation in the length of the Tfl/CLM, the first 2-5 words were presented.

4

Results

The table below shows a selection of the collected data. In addition to the visual depiction, there are three further pieces of information – Patent ID, Patent claim, and
figure label – which are underlined, italic and in bold respectively.
Table 1. Results from ‚Historical Australian Nano’
IP Artefact Component (Historic Australian Nano Sample)
Randomly Selected
Non-randomly Selected
Pat. No. `650 A monolithically integrated biochip

Pat. No. `056 A compound of the formula I:

Fig 9‚illustrates a cross-section..

IV is a formulae

7

Broad details of its collection and descriptive statistics have been given in earlier work. See
Section 3.2 Data Collection: A through C. of Reference 15.
8
Let Term 1=977/$ in field ‘US Classification’ AND Term 2=AU in field Inventor Country.
(Last Accessed:15/06/2014 giving several additional granted patents to HaN sample.)
9
Non-random selection was based on author’s curiosity in the diagrammatic forms.
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Pat. No. `078 A quantum device, comprising:

Pat. No. `557 A polynucleotide consisting
essentially

Fig 8 are measurements;

Fig 2b is a western blot.

Pat. No. `804 A silicon integrated circuit device ..

Pat. No. `262 A recombinant papilloma virus L1

Fig 11a is a plan view

Fig. 2 is an electron micrograph.

5

Discussion

5.1

Of Examples

Upon initial inspection, the non-expert viewer is not wrong to feel that the examples
are obscure. Further, a legal practitioner may rightly note the simplification which has
taken place from original patent documents. However, even without knowledge as to
the technical details of invention or legal training, it is possible to notice several
commonalities which may prove useful in advancing disciplinary knowledge and
industry practices. A primary observation is that all the examples of diagrams contain
both textual (including numerals) and non-textual elements. It is believed that such an
initial primary observation, if generalizable to a larger sample or confirmed by legal
authorities, may provide insights into the representation of inventive ideas.
5.2

Of Underlying problem

In focusing on the identified problem at hand - Do the presented results address of
meaning and communication of claims? Not explicitly – As such issues resemble the
‘reference problem’ which has been the subject of philosophical debate for millennia
(See summary at [35]). In delaying such a debate to a later date, any potential approach in the applied domain of patent law is nevertheless likely to grapple with the
semantics of diagrams [36, 37].
One noteworthy approach to the joint semantics of text & diagrams is the work ‘Diagrams in the comprehension of scientific texts.’ [2] It studies the interaction of text
and diagrams in the context of multiple scientific disciplines. Its teachings include
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insights into taxonomy of scientific diagrams, relationships between text and diagrams, and the formation of (internal) representations. Importantly, based on the empirical results of how an expert fixes their gaze whilst reviewing text and visuals of a
mechanical system, they conclude;
‘The optimal medium for communicating scientific information also depends
on the skills of the reader. A diagram may be most useful if the reader has the
knowledge necessary to extract the relevant information from the diagram and if the
topic is sufficiently complex that the reader cannot visualize spatial representations of
the information without a diagram’ (p666)[2]
Whilst the limited domain of their study, mechanical systems, may restrict the extent
which their specific inferences can be applied to a broader patent domain, the conclusions that diagrams may be most useful if user has the ‘required expert knowledge’
and when ‘the topic is sufficiently complex’ - are useful starting guidelines in determining when such forms of knowledge are necessary for the understanding of patent
claims.

6

Ongoing Work

Encouraged by the existence of the above (and no doubt other) analyzed work from
the diagrammatic community, Future work will address the limitations of this interdisciplinary exploration. The limitation of the small sample size, whilst justified given
the exploratory nature, can be increased via the formulation of a larger search query
or automated collection techniques. Perhaps a more complex issue is refining the
intuited approach to exploration – Such intuitions can been refined via the incorporation of decisions from legal authorities and by subjecting findings to independent
evaluation, for example by a survey of senior patent examiners [38]. The results of
which should shed further light on this interesting problem domain for future diagrammatic researchers.

7
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Abstract. Information visualisation presents powerful techniques for
data analytics. However, rendering visualisations of big datasets is impractical on commodity hardware. There is increasing interest in approaches where data sampling and probabilistic algorithms are used to
support faster processing of large datasets. This approach to approximate
computation has not yet paid close attention to the way that approximate visualisations are perceived and employed by human users, as a
specific variety of diagrammatic convention. Our intent is to apply this
understanding of approximate visualisations as a diagrammatic class to
mainstream data science and information visualisation research.
Keywords: visualising uncertainty, information visualisation, exploratory
data analysis, approximate inference, big data, sketches.

1

Visual analysis, large datasets, and uncertainty

The utility of visualisation for data analysis cannot be understated. The power of
the human perceptual system paired with the visualisation capabilities of modern
software tools allows for the rapid detection of trends, outliers, and comparisons
of quantities – even by those without statistical expertise. Visualisations are
also useful for those with deeper analytical skill. The space of analytical questions one can ask of a particular dataset is infinite, but only some questions
yield interesting answers. Consequently, exploratory data analysis is divided between two approaches: the “top-down”, hypothesis-testing approach wherein a
specific statistical technique is used to answer a specific statistical question (e.g.
Is there a significant difference between these groups?, or How does a change in
X affect Y? ), and the “bottom-up”, hypothesis-generation approach where the
interesting questions are identified and formulated (e.g. Should I investigate the
relationship between variables X and Y? ).
Cognitive task analysis of this sensemaking process suggests that experienced
analysts often invoke the two processes in an opportunistic mix [1]. Visualisations
can help rapidly prune the space of interesting hypotheses, and it can help verify
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many of these hypotheses [2], which spares the analyst the effort of conducting
a more elaborate statistical investigation of a question that in hindsight turns
out to be uninteresting, or the wrong question to ask.
Shneiderman claims that a combined approach would enable more effective
exploration whilst giving users a greater sense of control over the direction their
exploration takes [3]. Bertini and Lalanne call for researchers to identify which
aspects of analytical problems can be best solved using the human perceptual
system, which are best solved using machine learning techniques, and then design
for this blend of strengths [4]. Keim et al. refer to tools which embrace the idea of
human-machine collaboration to solve analytical problems as “advanced visual
analytics interfaces” [5].
There are many such advocates of increased integration between sophisticated statistical techniques and information visualisation tools. While this is an
attractive idea, recent increases in the sheer volume of data can make visual
techniques inaccessible to those attempting to perform analysis on commodity
hardware. For instance, a scatterplot of 10,000 data points renders relatively
quickly in Microsoft Excel or R on a commodity desktop computer. However, as
of this writing it is grindingly slow to render a scatterplot of 10,000,000 points.
This is the situation we often find ourselves in today. It is not conducive at all
to rapid interactive exploration, and defeats the benefits of visualisation. This
problem is unlikely to be alleviated by advances in hardware, as the growth
in data volumes is facilitated in part by improved processing capacities. Advances in distributed computing are similarly a double-edged sword, potentially
improving the computing power available for rendering visualisations but also
facilitating data volume growth.
One solution to this problem is to not interact with the entire dataset, but
to first reduce or transform it. For instance, a small representative sample could
help generate/eliminate many of the same candidate hypotheses as if one were
operating on the entire dataset. Besides sampling [7], a number of approximation techniques have been developed in the past few decades that allow for fast
processing of large datasets in exchange for small, quantifiable error bounds,
including sketches and online aggregation [8, 9]. These advances have led to the
development of database tools that can perform fast approximate queries [10].
An important note about terminology: the aforementioned “sketches” are in
fact simply data structures and algorithms. They are only sketches in the sense
that they are approximations of the original dataset; they are otherwise unrelated
to the normal use of the word “sketch”, i.e. they are not intrinsically visual
entities. For instance, the Bloom filter [11] is a data structure that represents a
mathematical set and supports fast approximate membership querying. It does
not represent the set exactly, but rather hashes items into a compact bit vector
that approximates, or sketches, the original set. While such techniques do not
use the word “sketch” in more than a metaphorical manner, the idea that these
approaches could be augmented with visualisations appears to be an interesting
avenue for exploration.
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2

From sketches of large datasets to hunches

Our first main proposition is that data summarisation techniques can be used
to interactively render approximate, exploratory visualisations of large datasets.
For instance, in Figure 1, the plots on the left are of relatively large datasets.
They render slowly and are therefore difficult to interact with. The plots on the
right use samples or sketches of those datasets, and render much faster.

Fig. 1. Exact and approximate visualisations.

Our second main proposition is that depicting summaries of large datasets is
a potentially useful application for techniques for visualising uncertainty. There
are many such techniques, perhaps the most familiar being the use of error bars in
bar charts and histograms. The literature discusses a variety of other techniques
[12–14], including the use of transparency, blurring, painterly rendering [15, 16],
and animation [17]. In particular the use of informal, sketch-like visualisations is
thought to influence willingness to interact with and question the visualisation
[18]. As noted by Eckert et al. [19], sketches are not simply degraded versions of
a canonically accurate visual representation, but support specific cognitive and
social functions.
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Visualisations of uncertainty emphasise that these summaries will not support exact inference, but instead facilitate rapid informal reasoning and the
formation of “hunches” – approximate hypotheses and heuristics for exploring
the hypothesis space. Hunch-driven reasoning yields informal answers to openended questions an analyst might have (e.g. Does this look like signal or noise?
Does there appear to be cluster structure in the data? What is the general shape
of the distribution? Is there an inflection point in the time series? ) before formulating specific statistical questions. These hunches may be produced on a
mixed-initiative basis, i.e. collaboratively by the user and the system, thus providing a new interaction metaphor for “intelligent discovery assistants” [20].
The upper right graph in Figure 1 shows a reduced dataset which is much
faster to render than the full dataset to its left. While the slope of the trend line
may differ from the true slope of the trend line for the entire dataset, and the confidence intervals of any regression analysis might be wider, the reduced dataset
is sufficient for the analyst to form the hunch (or informal hypothesis) of a linear
relationship. The approximate nature of this hypothesis is expressed through its
informal rendering, emphasising that it is not the regression coefficients that are
important, but rather that a linear model may be viable. Similarly, the histogram
in the lower right may have been created using a fast approximate cardinality
estimator such as the linear counting algorithm [21]. It is an imperfect representation of the dataset to its left, however, the important observation is that a
bimodal distribution exists, not the specific frequencies being represented.
Going forward, it will be important to study and identify several common
types of these visual insights. While it would be worthwhile to demonstrate that
certain transformations of the original dataset through sketching and sampling
techniques will necessarily preserve these insights, it is also important to consider
how we might visualise transformations that make no such guarantees or have
probabilistic error bounds, which would greatly expand the range of techniques
available for these interactive visualisations.

3

Conclusion

We have presented a vision for a programme of research into new tools for
the interactive analysis of large datasets through approximate visualisations.
These combine fast approximation techniques and techniques for visualising uncertainty, yielding new approaches to interacting with approximate visual hypotheses, or “hunches”. These approaches have the potential to afford rapid
interaction with large datasets through conventional, accessible modern tools
for information visualisation, running on commodity hardware.
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Abstract. Euler diagrams are an attractive information visualization
tool largely used in many application areas such as medicine and engineering. Graphs are also visualization tool widely used to visualize large
amounts of interconnecting data in diverse application areas such as ontology modelling, bioinformatics and social network analysis. There are
existing methods which combine both Euler diagrams and graphs with
limited results (sub-optimal layouts are produced). Our main aim of this
work is to signiﬁcantly improve the analysis of grouped network data
using Euler diagrams with graphs by automated visualization. This will
allow the user or data analyst to navigate easily through large sets of
curves along with graphs by automatically producing eﬀective visualizations (optimal layouts).

1

Introduction

Euler diagrams represent sets and graphs are often used to represent networked
data (i.e. items and their relationships). They can be used in combination and
have the potential to be a powerful technique for visualizing and analyzing large
and complex data sets. For example, in ﬁgure 1 the Euler diagram on the left
visualizes the sets of users of the social networks twitter, google+, orkut and
facebook. The graph in the middle uses edges to depict connection relationships
e.g. twitter followers, facebook friends and so on. Lastly, the diagram on the right
combines the two visualizations. Euler diagrams don’t usually have constants but
they are quite often added for convenience.

Megan

Peter
Pixie

Jim

Fred

Gem

Mit Joe

Prince

Sarah

Robert

Jack

Fig. 1. An Euler diagram, a graph and the two in combination
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A real world application for this visualization is in the context of advertising
revenue: a company that sells targeted advertising space can charge more for
displaying promotional material to highly connected, multiple network users,
than to more isolated users. In our example, the combined visualization readily
shows that Gem and Jim both have the most connections, and Gem uses more
types of social media. Thus, advertising to Gem and Jim has the potential to
reach other users more quickly, if they share the link. Moreover, advertising
targeted at Gem has the immediate potential to proliferate across more social
networking sites than is the case for Jim. By contrast, advertising to Peter,
Pixie, and Prince is of less value because they have few connections and none
outside twitter. Using the two visualizations separately does not aﬀord the same
immediacy of information extraction.
Existing attempts to automatically layout graphs (items connected by lines)
and closed curves in combination to visualize groupings in networked data have
produced somewhat limited results [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]: visual tools for supporting
the interrogation of such data are seriously lacking. In particular, data analysts
are currently not supported when they wish to visualize grouped network items.
It is this problem that we will address. The main aim of this research is to allow
the user or data analyst to navigate through large sets of curves (Euler diagrams)
along with numerous data items (graphs) easily by automatically producing visualizations. Since socio-technical systems have grown in complexity, they have
become increasingly diﬃcult for humans to navigate and understanding the relationships between the data items is, thus, hard. The combination of Euler
diagrams and graphs gives the relationship between the sets and the data items
which will help people visualize, analyze and tailor large socio-technical systems.
We will be developing Euler diagrams and graphs in combination and this includes devising new theory alongside practical software. Our approach will be
to determine whether the state-of-the-art drawing methods for Euler diagrams
and for graphs can be merged and extended. This will include the development
of novel drawing methods and layout tools.

2

Automatically drawing diagrams

We now brieﬂy discuss approaches to automatically drawing Euler diagrams and
automatically drawing graphs and describe how they might be combined.
Euler diagram drawing methods: these methods start with abstract description of the required diagram. These descriptions specify the set intersections to
be visualized. An important consideration are the well-formedness properties
possessed by the diagrams. Examples of such properties are that the curves
do not self-intersect and that there are no triple points of intersection. Diagrams that are not well-formed are considered to reduce user comprehension.
An interesting aspect of Euler diagrams is that some of them cannot be drawn
without breaking one or more well-formedness properties. There are three classes
of drawing methods which attempt to draw well-formed Euler diagrams where
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possible. These classes are Dual Graph, Inductive and, of particular interest to
us, Circle-Based drawing methods.
The circle-based drawing method was recently devised by Stapleton et al. [6].
The main contribution of this method is to automatically draw an Euler diagram
using only circles to represent any data set where the data are classiﬁed into categories. This drawing process uses strategies to transform the abstract description. These transformations are necessary because not all abstract descriptions
can be drawn with circles. Whilst layout improvement is certainly possible, the
diagrams achieved using this approach ensure nearly all of the well-formedness
properties are possessed. The circle-based method is an ideal candidate for extending because it produces eﬀective layouts and can always draw a diagram to
represent the given data.
Graph drawing methods: these methods start with a set of vertices and a set
of edges that connect the vertices, analogous to the abstract descriptions of Euler
diagrams. Again, it is important to consider the aesthetic properties possessed
by graphs. One such property is that the edges do not cross. Many algorithms
take into account aesthetic properties and have been devised over the last 30
years. These algorithms can be categorized as follows: force-directed, dimension
reduction and multi-level layout methods [7].
Force-directed techniques remain popular because of their simple form and
they can be easily implemented in code. An example for generating graphs using force-directed methods is CCVisu, where brushing vertices are repulsed. An
advantage of force-directed methods is that they yield good quality results for
graphs with up to 50-100 vertices. Some of the disadvantages are complex and
non-optimal layouts when drawing graphs with above 100 vertices and high running time. The force-directed method is a possible choice for extending because,
for example, forces can be used to repulse vertices from Euler diagrams’ curves.
Combined drawing methods: By contrast to the notations used separately,
there is not a well-developed theory for drawing Euler diagrams and graphs
in combination. An approach to solving our research problem is to draw the
Euler diagram then the graph [1], or vice versa. However, this leads to suboptimal diagrams. For example, in ﬁgure 2 (a), the Euler diagram was drawn
ﬁrst, and this resulted in the graph having edge crossings. Likewise, in ﬁgure 2

Triple Point

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Illustrating Euler diagram along with a graph: well-formedness
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(b), the graph was drawn ﬁrst and this resulted in a triple point, yielding a nonwell-formed Euler diagram. By contrast, in ﬁgure 2 (c), which represents the
same data as ﬁgure 2 (b), the layouts of the Euler diagram and the graph are
both well-formed and thus not compromised. Therefore, we need methods that
take account of both the Euler diagram and the graph, in combination, when
constructing diagrams.
As with the two individual notations, we want to produce well-formed diagrams. We inherit well-formedness properties from each notation and have deﬁned new ones: no curve and vertex duplicated labels, no concurrency between
curves and edges, no n-points between curves and edges, no brushing points
between diagrammatic elements, no edges disconnecting zones and no edges disconnecting basic regions. These well-formedness properties will help us develop
good layout algorithms and drawing methods for Euler diagrams and graphs.

3

Discussion and Future Work

The aim of the research is to signiﬁcantly improve the analysis of grouped network data using Euler diagrams with graphs by automated visualization. Ultimately we want to ﬁnd an extension of the circle-based and the force-directed
methods for Euler diagrams along with graphs. This will require diagram descriptions and the associated deﬁnitions to be extended to the combined context. Secondly, we will develop software that extends existing visualization tools
and allows access to the techniques developed in the research. Finally, we will
evaluate the eﬀectiveness of the layouts produced and identify required improvements. In particular, we will conduct empirical studies and use the results to
improve our novel layout techniques so that they produce better ﬁnal diagrams.
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Abstract. Storyline visualization is a technique that effectively portrays
both global trends and detailed transitions of evolving group formations
in time-varying social networks. This technique was inspired by a handdrawn illustration in XKCDs “Movie Narrative Charts” [5]. This paper
presents the steps we took to transform a concept introduced by handdrawn illustrations into a computationally automated data visualization
technique that retains the aesthetics and legibility achieved by the professional artists.
Keywords: storyline visualization, layout algorithm, time-varying graph.

1

Introduction

Storyline visualization is a simple and elegant technique for portraying the temporally dynamic changes in community structures in social networks. Properly
constructed storyline visualizations can convey both global trends and local interactions in the data in a single picture. This visualization technique was inspired by Munroe’s XKCD webcomic “Movie Narrative Charts” [5] depicting a
visual summary of a series of movie plots (see Figure 1). In this hand-drawn
illustration, each line represents a movie character. These lines converge and
diverge as the characters interact and separate through the story’s plot.
Many visualization researchers have explored techniques for incorporating
similar visual metaphors into various visual analytics tools [1, 3, 6, 7]. However,
these early efforts focused on domain-specific visualizations and were based on
a set of rudimentary design guidelines. Therefore, these visualization techniques
either were overly simplified or could not achieve the aesthetics and legibility
comparable to the works of professional artists. This paper presents an overview
of our efforts [8] in transforming the concept introduced by a hand-drawn illustration into a computationally automated data visualization technique.

2

Steps to Storyline Visualization

There are three steps in transforming the visual concept based on a set of handdrawn illustrations into an automated storyline visualization technique. The first
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step is the interpretation of the illustrations. In this step, we extract the design
guidelines from the original hand-drawn illustrations by observing the image and
interpreting the artist’s intentions. The second step is the deconstruction of the
illustrations. In this step, we deconstruct the image into simple visual units that
can be easily expressed by a simple data model. The third step is the formulation
of the generation process. In this step, we formulate the computational process
for generating legible storyline visualization layouts using the design guidelines
and the data model.
2.1

Design Guidelines

Figure 1 (Top) shows a part of the original hand-drawn illustrations made by
Monroe [5]. After an extensive observation of a series of similar illustrations, we
have extracted three design principles: 1) Lines representing interacting characters must be adjacent; 2) Otherwise, lines must not be adjacent; and 3) A
line must not deviate unless it converges or diverges with another line. These
three design principles allow us to define the underlying structure of storyline
visualization, which then helps us deconstruct the illustration into visual units.

Fig. 1. (Top) An excerpt from [5] depicting the first half of the Star Wars movie plot.
The gray background highlight the important scenes in the movie. (Bottom) A storyline
visualization of the same movie generated by our layout algorithm. The background
colors indicate the different planets on which the characters reside.

In addition to these design principles, we define three aesthetic dimensions
that allow us to measure the aesthetics and legibility of the visualization. The
ideal storyline layout contains: 1) Minimum line wiggles; 2) Minimum line crossings; and 3) Minimum white space gaps. These metrics are based on previous
research that discusses the legibility and aesthetics of visualizations [2, 9].
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2.2

3

Data Model

We designed a data model called interaction sessions by deconstructing a storyline visualization into a series of blocks containing bundled lines. Each interaction session represents a time period of a specific group formation and consists
of three properties: start time, duration, and members. Based on the three design principles discussed above, each interaction session visually translates into
a rectangular block containing a set of horizontal lines whose x-position, width,
and height corresponds to the start time, duration, and the number of members.
2.3

Layout Algorithm

Using the interaction session data model, we construct a three-step process for
computationally generating storyline visualizations from data. The first step is
determining the topological layout of the blocks representing the interaction sessions. The second step is rearranging the lines within each block. The third step
is compressing the layout by removing excessive gaps (white space) in the layout. Figure 2 shows a flowchart depicting our layout algorithm based on Genetic
Algorithm.
Each genome encodes a topological layout of the interaction session blocks.
Once the topological layout of the blocks is extracted from the genome, the
line rearranging process adjusts the order and alignment of each block’s internal
lines to minimize line deviations and crossings. Finally, the storyline layout is
compressed in a space efficient layout by removing the excessive white space
between blocks. A detailed description of these procedures can be found in [8],
and some alternative approaches have also been discussed in [4].

Fig. 2. A flowchart of the layout algorithm for generating legible storyline visualizations. The foundation of this algorithm is based on Genetic Algorithm with the objective of optimizing the layout with respect to the three aesthetic dimensions.

3

Discussion

The ability to computationally generate legible storyline visualizations from data
not only facilitates real-world applications, but also allows further innovation to
the technique. Figure 1 (Bottom) and 3 show examples of storyline visualization
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generated by our layout algorithm. In these examples, the storyline visualization is extended to incorporate spatial information in addition to the temporal
changes in group formation. In recent efforts, we have also been developing a
framework for generating legible storyline visualizations from streaming data
extending its applications to real-time information analyses. As future work, we
plan to explore possibilities in developing advanced abstraction techniques for
large-scale storyline visualizations. For example, integrating storyline visualizations with other visualization techniques such as stream graph will be able to
provide analysts with a simple view for showing global trends while maintaining
detailed views for important parts of the visualization. We are also currently
developing new interaction techniques to help analysts explore and navigate
large-scale storyline visualizations.

Fig. 3. Part of a storyline visualization depicting the ending of the movie Inception.
Background colors indicate the different dream-worlds in which the characters dwell.
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